INTRODUCTION 29
The characterization of all cellular tRNAs from either cells or tissues, both in terms of modification state and relative 30 frequency, has attracted much interest during the past few years (Cozen et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2015; Hauenschield 31 et al. 2015; Gogakos et al. 2017; Shigematsu et al. 2017; Schwartz et al. 2018) . It is now well established that a large 32 variety of diseases originate from an absence of tRNA modifications (Bohnsack and Sloan 2017; Jonkhout et al. 2018) , 33 while the modification state of tRNAs has also been shown to relate to metabolism (Richter et al. 2018; Ng et al. 34 Workflow of library preparation (see text for explanations and Supplemental File S1 for detailed protocol). Poly-A tailing of cDNA was applied on gel-extracted cDNA/RNA chimeric duplexes without RNase treatment. Selective PCR was achieved with 10-18 cycles, while the PCR with NGS primers was programmed with 5-15 cycles. The stretch of 5 random positions (N5) preceding the poly(T) tail of the 5' adapter primer is a requirement of Illumina deep-sequencing spot localization. 661 modifications (Suppl. File S2) allowed their visualization on IGV (Robinson et al. 2017) . A separate .txt file (Suppl. 106 File S3) was used to generate plots connecting ts signals with tRNA sequences and modifications (Fig. 2b) . 107
Modifications one-letter-code are from the Modomics database (supplemental Table S1 ). 108 109 110
RESULTS 111 112 Analytical treatment of tRNA transcripts coverages 113
Examination of tRNA coverages ( Fig. 2a ) revealed that they were highly specific and reproducible. The coverages 114 decrease from the terminal CCA 3' , with sudden jumps at locations of RT-impairing base modifications. Following 115 analytical procedures introduced by Helm, Motorin and coworkers (Hauenschild et al. 2015) and Pan and coworkers 116 (Zhang et al. 2015; Clark et al. 2016 ) these jumps were converted into termination signals (ts) highlighting the loss of 117 coverage (in %) from nucleotide i+1 to nucleotide i (Fig. 2b) . A ts signal is defined only when coverage (i) ³ 100 reads. 118
Furthermore, when negative values occur (reflecting very rare instances of amplified internal fragments), ts is set to 119 zero. Figure 2a illustrates the analysis with the AD sample of lysQ, the coverage of which corresponds to the average 120 expression of 6 identical genes (lysQ, lysT, lysV, lysW, lysY, lysZ) . The average ts signal established from the AD, BD 121 and CD samples ( Fig. 2b ) allows to highlight three major termination events associated with base modifications (see 122 below for the analysis). Although the amplitude of these signals fluctuates among samples, they all correlate well 123 ( Fig. 2c and Table 3 ): Pearson correlation coefficients (r) are all above 0.92, with 22/36 coefficients higher than 0.98 124 (all associated p values are zero). Two significant observations can be made from Table 3 . First, the amplitude of ts 125 signals does not depend on RNA treatment: the two samples related by the lowest r (0.927) are AD and BDd (Fig. 2c,  126 left), while the highest r (0.997) is observed between the BD and ADd samples (Fig. 2c, right) . It suggests that the 127 difference in ts signals in between samples is essentially related to PCR amplification. Remarkably, these signals are 128 not affected by the total read number of a sample (Fig. 2d ), which constitutes an unexpected robustness of the 129 method. It can thus be concluded that D and Dd treatments do not have noticeable effects on the ts analysis, and, 130 metT (metU) Overview of the analysis of deep-sequenced CCA3'-amplified RNA transcripts. a) Snapshot of an IGV window (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2013 ) centered on the lysQ tRNA gene of E. coli MG1655 genome, showing the coverage established from the AD sample. This gene is oriented 5'-3' from left to right. Interruption of reverse transcription events (from 3' to 5') generate coverage jumps. b) Termination signal (ts, defined in the box) of lysQ tRNA, established from the coverage of AD, BD and CD samples. Because the lysQ sequence is identical to that of lysT, lysV, lysW, lysY and lysZ, reads are evenly distributed among these 6 genes. Base modifications symbols indicated below the sequence are from the Modomics database (Boccaletto et al. 2018) ( Supplemental Table  S1 ). c) Ts-ts Plots illustrating the lowest (left) and the highest (right) obtained Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between samples (see Table 3 ); n = 3146 in both plots. d) Pearson correlation coefficients as a function of the difference in total tRNA read number between samples. Gain in precision obtained in the ts analysis when ts signals from 3 samples are averaged, as compared to signals obtained from single samples (illustration with valW tRNA). a) Comparison of ts values between three biological replicates (A, B and C) with a single sample (Dd). b) Same comparison as in a, but with ts values of each biological replicate averaged over three samples (-, D, Dd) . Because treatments of RNA samples (-, D, or Dd) were found not to noticeably alter ts signals (see Table 3 and text), they are considered as equivalent. For a global quantitative analysis, see Table 4 . (Table 2 ). Magenta lines highlight 5' portions of tRNAs for which the total coverage was too low to establish ts signals. Plots with ts values for all 9 samples are available in Supplemental File S4. Table 2 : Total read numbers of samples. Reads of tRNA are from the following genes (identical copies are indicated in brackets): (alaT alaU alaV), (alaX alaW), (argQ argV argY argZ), (argU), (argW), (argX), (asnT asnU asnV asnW), (aspT aspU aspV), (cysT), (glnU glnW), (glnV glnX), (gltT gltU gltV gltW), (glyT), (glyU), (glyV glyW glyX glyY), (hisR) (valW) . Reads of pseudo tRNA are from the following genes: (pauD), (pawZ), (ptwF) . Reads of tmRNA are from the following gene: (ssrA). Table 3 : Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between samples ts values. Correlation coefficients established from ts signals of tRNA, tmRNA and pseudo tRNA only when these signals are defined in all 9 samples (N = 3146 per sample); see Table 2 for the list of genes. Identical transcript copies (e.g. metT, metU) are included only once in the analysis. Dark green: 0.92 ≤ r < 0.95 ; medium green: 0.95 ≤ r < 0.98 ; light green: r ≥ 0.98. All associated p-values are 0. at the 5' end. By combining the coverages of the 9 independently sequenced samples of the present study (Table 2) , 142 only about 3% of the combined tRNA sequence length could not be characterized (Figure 4 , supplemental File S4). 143
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Biological replicate Treatment
Combining independent samples has, therefore, a double benefit: it significantly increases the precision in the value 144 of ts signals, required to assess the level of modification of residues, and allows to establishing a complete (or nearly 145 complete) ts analysis of all tRNA sequences. The ts analysis generates signals similar to the arrest rate (Hauenschild et al. 2015) and modification index (Zhang et 150 al. 2015; Clark et al. 2016) . It provides a set of characteristic signals reflecting the modification state of a tRNA. Some 151 modifications, such as P and T, can only be revealed by chemical treatments that make them interfering with RT 152 enzymes (Motorin et al. 2007 , Zhang et al. 2019 ). These were not investigated in the present study. To facilitate a 153 rapid assessment of all tRNAs, four types of modifications are highlighted in Figure 4 (see supplemental Table S1 for 154 one letter code). Green dots indicate the T and P modifications of the T-loop, for which no interference with the RT 155 enzyme is noticeable. Blue dots highlight the D modification, with which strong ts signals are observed when three 156 or more of such residues are present (see below). Orange dots signal modifications for which strong ts signals are 157 observed only when two or more of such modifications are in close vicinity (V, %, {, 6, Q, c, *, $, S, B, M and +) while 158 red dots highlight modifications that are always interfering strongly with the RT enzyme (X, K, *, }, ) and E). 159
Modifications that do essentially not affect the path of the RT enzyme (such as 4 and #) are left unhighlighted. 160
When modified residues are close to each other, non-linear, amplified ts responses are observed, a situation that can 161 be attributed to the combined burden that these modifications impose to the core of the RT enzyme. It is thus often 162 not possible to relate specific ts signals with a given modification, although the pattern of these signals is most often 163 altered if a modification is missing. Also, when stretches of U residues occur on the 3' side of modified bases, the 164 position of ts signal(s) resulting from the interference with the RT enzyme is shifted to the 3' side due to cDNA poly-165 A computational trimming (supplemental Figs. S1 and S3). 166
Following the path of the RT enzyme, ts signals are analyzed below from the 3' end to 5' end ( Fig. 5a ), crossing four 167 regions highlighted in green (from the 3' end to the 5' side of the T-arm), salmon (variable loop), sand (anticodon 168 stem-loop) and blue (from the D-loop to the 5' end). 169
Region of the T-arm 170
The length encompassing the 3' end of the tRNA to the 5' side of the T-arm being highly conserved (it comprises 28 171 nucleotides in E. coli, tRNA sel being the only exception with 27 nts), we performed the ts analysis at once by combining 172 signals of all tRNAs (Fig. 5b) . Only T and P modifications are present, which do not constitute an obstacle to the RT 173 enzyme (Motorin et al. 2007) . From the 3' end, the first region presenting a significant (albeit very low) ts signal starts 174 after the entry of the T-arm (pos. 65; red arrow). It appears to be related to the RT enzyme encountering the densely 175 folded region of the tRNA, as suggested by a correlation between the proportion of (G+C) residues in the T-arm and Table 1 ). Red dots correspond to values averaged over all tRNAs. The base conservation logo reported at the bottom is based on all E. coli tRNA listed in Modomics. Because T and P modifications correspond to a stretch of two As on the cDNA, the ts signal of the two residues essentially combine into a single signal on the P residue (blue arrow) (see Material and Methods). c) Ts analysis of the variable loop (salmon segment). Sum of the ts signal from pos. 40 to 48 for all tRNA bearing the 7 modification in pos. 46, according to Modomics. For genes with multiple copies (e.g. asnT, asnU, asnV, asnW), only one set of values is indicated since the multiple mapping algorithm attributes a similar amount of reads to each gene. tRNA genes are ranked from left to right following an increasing average value of the ts signal. The vertical dashed line splits tRNAs into those with U (left) from those with X in pos. 47 according to Modomics (as of Nov. 2017). Insets illustrate three ts signals. d) Sum of ts values from pos. 40 to 46 (trailing ts signals) as a function of the ts value in pos. 47. Note that according to the Modomics database, all E. coli tRNAs with 7 and X modifications do not have any e residue in the variable loop, implying that the sequences analyzed in c and d follow standard numbering (panel a).
the summed ts signals along this segment (Fig. 5b, right inset) . The line chart of Figure 5b reveals that the profile of 177 the average signal is highly reproducible: essentially only the amplitude varies among the 9 samples, which may be 178 related to PCR amplification. The very low value (note the scale of the y axis) and reproducibility of these signals 179 highlight a very low level of noise, which is a hallmark of our protocol. The ts signals of pos. 54 and 55 (T and P) 180 combine on pos. 55 (blue arrow on Fig. 5b) as a result of poly-A computational trimming (supplemental Figure S3) . 181
The variability of the ts signal observed at positions T and P for individual tRNAs (Fig. 5b, left inset) reveals that the 182 average signal is not due to the modifications per se, but rather to the local structural context. 183
Region of the variable loop 184
Only two modified bases are present at the start of the variable loop in some E. coli tRNA: 3-(3-amino-3-185 carboxypropyl) uridine (X) and 7-methylguanosine (7). X is analog to N1-Methyl-3-(3-amino-3-carboxypropyl)-186 pseudouridine, known to allow only minimal bypass by RT enzymes, while 7 was demonstrated not to detectably 187 affect reverse transcription (Motorin et al. 2007 ). According to the Modomics database, the 7 modification is present 188 in position 46 in slightly more than 50% of all E. coli tRNAs, and only when 7 is present does X occur in position 47 for 189 half of these tRNAs. Our data show that a strong ts signal is always present when X is listed in Modomics (Fig. 5c ). 190 Furthermore, additional "trailing" ts signals occur on the 5' side of the major ts signal when it is higher than ~80% 191 ( Fig. 5d ). Two important deductions can be made from our results: Figure 5c shows that the ts signal associated with 192 X cannot unambiguously separate 7U from 7X-modified tRNAs, suggesting that all tRNAs with 7U in positions 46-47 193 are converted to 7X to some extent although they may not be listed as such in Modomics (prominent cases are argX 194 and hisR). This observation corroborates biochemical analyses performed by Meyer et al. (2019) , who showed that 195 the modifications of these two residues are interdependent. Furthermore, the value of the ts signal in position 47 196 converges towards ~97% when the overall signal reaches the highest values (Fig. 5d ). Assuming that the fraction of 197 X-modified tRNAs reaches 100% in that case implies a bypass rate of this modification by the RT enzyme of about 3%. 198
A straightforward interpretation of trailing ts signals is that RT enzymes bypassing the X modification drop off one or 199 a few nucleotides downstream as a result of the perturbation caused by the modification embedded in the chimeric 200 cDNA/RNA duplex. 201
Region of the anticodon loop 202
The anticodon loop is by far the region with the most diverse types of modifications (Boccaletto et al. 2018) . Figure  203 6 and supplemental Figure S4 highlight ts signals generated by some of the most frequent E. coli modifications. 204
N6-threonylcarbamoyladenosine (6).
This large modified base appears to constitute a moderate obstacle to the RT 205 enzyme (Fig. 6a, b, d, e, h) . Unexpectedly, a major ts signal is not present at the location of the modification, but one 206 base downstream the path of the RT enzyme (small red arrow), suggesting that it generates an impediment only after 207 being incorporated into the cDNA/RNA duplex. An examination of the read processing revealed that the observed ts 208 pattern (Fig. 6a) is partly the result of incomplete 5' poly-A trimming due to the incorporation of other bases (often 209 a C) in the poly-A, followed by local mapping (supplemental Fig. S3 ). Thus, the pattern of ts signals associated with a 210 modification may not always be interpreted as a direct consequence of the interaction between the modification and 211 (Table 1) , highlighting ts signatures of some typical E. coli combinations of modifications (panels a to i). Anticodons are boxed in magenta. Known modifications are reported from the Modomics database below the sequences (5'-3'). Highlighted modifications (in yellow and red) are illustrated in the plots following the same order (cartoons are from the Modomics website). Blue arrows indicate shifts of ts signals associated with a modification that result from the presence of U residue(s) on its 3' side (highlighted in blue), an artifact caused by poly-A computational trimming (see Material and Methods) . Red arrows highlight the shift of the ts signal to the 5' direction observed with the 6 modification. The ts signal could not be established on the 5' side of the } modification for IleX (panel d, dashed lines) in all samples. Although Inosine (I) is associated with a low ts signal (panel i), an examination of the read coverage shows that it leads to incorporation of 86%C and 14%U on the cDNA, a typical signal of the presence of this modification (Schwartz and Motorin, 2017) . the RT enzyme. Interference of 6 with other modifications: 6, that is only found in pos. 37, is often accompanied by 212 other modifications in pos. 34 (Q, S) or in pos. 32 (%). Figure 6b, 6e and 6h show that whenever this occurs, the 213 combined perturbations generate a ts response that is stronger than a linear combination of individual ts signals (see 214 below). 215
Queuosine (Q). The effect of this large modification on RT processivity was not assessed in the seminal work of 216 Motorin et al. (2007) . Surprisingly, it does not generate a strong ts signal (Fig. 6c ), suggesting that the RT enzyme can 217 easily cross this residue if it is not in the vicinity of other modifications (Fig. 6b) . 218
5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridine (S).
This modification generates a small ts signal (Fig. 6f ) similar to Q (Fig. 6c) . 219
When combined with 6, the resulting ts signal (Fig. 6e ) is similar to that of the 6-Q combination (Fig. 6b) . 220
2-thiocytidine (%). The nearly isosteric C2-O ® C2-S modification of C does not generate any ts signal when it is in 221
an unperturbed environment such as the one shown in Figure 6i . In that case, the closest modified neighbor is an 222 inosine (I), which is known not to interfere with the RT enzyme, although it leads to the incorporation of C and U 223 (Motorin et al, 2007) . However, in the context of a 6 modification in pos. 37 (Fig. 6h) , % generates an unexpectedly 224 high ts signal, suggesting that additional modification(s) unlisted in Modomics could be present on the % residue in 225 that case. 226 2-methyladenosine (/). This modification was found to only generate RT pause at low dNTP concentration (Motorin 227 et al. 2007) . Representative examples (Fig. 6c, f, i) show that it is indeed associated with almost no ts signal. 228
2-lysidine (}).
Only one E. coli tRNA bears this large modification, that is associated with a strong ts signal (Fig. 6d) . 229
1-methylguanosine (K).
This small modification is known to constitute a major obstacle for the RT enzyme (Motorin 230 et al. 2007 , Zheng et al. 2015 . This can clearly be seen in our data: with proK tRNA (Fig. 6g, left) , the average ts signal 231 at the position of the modification is as high as 99.65 ± 0.08 %, corresponding to a coverage drop from 283,925 to 232 864 reads with the AD sample. Assuming a rate of modification of 100% in that case implies a bypass rate of the order 233 of 0.35%. As a result of computational trimming, the major ts signal is shifted when a pseudouridine (P) is present on 234 its 3' side ( Fig. 6g, right) . 235
2-methylthio-N6-isopentenyladenosine (*)
. This base has a complex pattern of modifications that is expected to 236 strongly impair the RT enzyme. It consistently generates a high ts signal (supplemental Fig. S4a ). All related tRNAs 237 only have 7, T and P modifications upstream the path of the RT enzyme, which do not affect its processivity. The only 238 exception is pheU (pheV), that bears the dual 7X modifications in the variable loop. Although this early roadblock 239 generates a strong ts signal in these tRNAs, our data show that the ts signal at the * position is identical to that of 240 other tRNAs (supplemental Fig. S4b ), demonstrating that ts signals generated by distant modifications along 241 transcripts may be considered as independent. 242
Uridine 5-oxyacetic acid (V) . In a way similar to the % modification, V essentially does not generate any ts signal 243 when occurring in a sequence context without perturbing modifications (supplemental Fig. S4c, d) . When other 244 nearby modifications are present, such as in the case of LeuW, the effect of this base is difficult to assess because 245 stretches of U (supplemental Fig. S4e ). O-methylcytidine (B) . This modification is known to generate RT pauses at low dNTP concentration (Motorin et al. 247 2007) . In a sequence context without any other modified base, B does only generate a faint ts signal similar to V 248 (supplemental Fig. S4f ). With a * modification 6 bases upstream the path of the RT enzyme, the associated ts signal 249 is slightly more pronounced (supplemental Fig. S4g) , and with an additional V residue in between B and *, a strong 250 and complex ts pattern is observed (supplemental Fig. S4h ). This last example illustrates the non-linear response of 251 the ts signal in the presence of three modifications, two of which do almost not generate any signal when found 252 isolated (supplemental Fig. S4c, f) . 253
2ʹ-
Region of the D-loop 254
Dihydrouridine (D). With 152 reported instances, D is the most frequent tRNA modification found in E. coli MG1655 255 tRNAs according to the Modomics database. Because the D-loop is located near the 5' end, there is often not much 256 exploitable signal in each sample due to 3' upstream termination events caused by RT-blocking modifications (Fig.  257   2a ). However, with the coverage provided by 9 deep-sequencing samples, accurate ts signals can be established up 258 to the 5' end for all but 5 weakly expressed tRNAs (Fig. 4) . D is known to only create RT pauses (Motorin et al. 2007) . 259
The presence of major ts signals associated with this modification therefore came as a surprise. It turns out that these 260 signals are highly dependent on the number of dihydrouridine(s) known to occur on the D-loop, a phenomenon 261 already noticed by Clark et al. (2016) , although our quantitative analysis leads to a different conclusion with regard 262 to the effect. Considering the sum of ts signals in 11-nt windows centered on each dihydrouridine, a near clear-cut 263 threshold separates loops with one and two from those with three and four dihydrouridines when the window with 264 highest ts sum is considered (Fig. 7a,b) . No clear sequence context allows to predict the position of the major ts 265 signal, which can be associated either with a doublet of dihydrouridines (glyV) or with one dihydrouridine (ileT). 266 Furthermore, it can occur 'early' (aspT) or 'late' (ileT) along the path of the RT enzyme (Fig. 4) . Clark et al. (2016) 267 found a strong signal associated with a doublet of dihydrouridine in human tRNA asn (GUU), and concluded that a 268 doublet sufficiently destabilizes the RT enzyme to lead to transcription abortion. Our analysis suggests instead that 269 all three U residues present on the D-loop of this tRNA are likely modified. Similarly, our analysis predicts the presence 270 of an unlisted D modification on the D-loop of leuW, only known to harbor two dihydrouridines: the value of the ts 271 signal (Fig. 7b ) and the sequence context around an unmodified U (Fig. 7d) , which is identical to five others fully 272 modified leucine tRNAs, are both consistent with the presence of a third dihydrouridine. With a high ts signal and 273 only two possible D modifications on the loop, the case of serT is less clear (Fig. 7d) . Examination of the Modomics 274 database reveals that whenever a uridine is present in the D-loop, it is essentially modified into D, with two 275 exceptions, glyT and argU (Fig. 7c ). Our predictive analysis (Fig. 7b ) suggests that at least two among the four uridines 276 present in the D-loop of glyT are indeed not modified (Fig. 7d) , supporting the possibility of this exception (the ts 277 signal associated with argU cannot be unambiguously interpreted). 278
279
Quantification of -CCA ending tRNA transcripts 280 
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asnT (asnU asnV asnW) (Table 1) . D-loop segments are highlighted with a blue line on panels a and d.
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Since amplified 3' tRNA segments are always long enough to be uniquely mapped onto the genome (except for 281 identical tRNA genes), a relative frequency of tRNA isoacceptors can be established by reporting the number of reads 282 at the position of the 3' end ( Fig. 8a ; see also Fig. 2a ). It is, however, important to keep in mind the non-linear nature 283 of PCR amplification, that changes RNA transcripts true relative frequencies. Figure 8a shows that the observed 284 frequencies are comparable among all three biological replicates, and that sample treatment (-, D or Dd) only has a 285 marginal effect, except for isoacceptors for which the amino acyl linkage is particularly resistant (ile, val) or prone to 286 hydrolysis (ser) (Matthaei et al. 1966) . In the first case, deacylation (d) increases these frequencies, while 287 isoacceptors that are already substantially deacylated without any treatment become proportionally less 288 represented (ser). Our data thus show that deacylation still occurs with (-) and (D) samples, that allowed the ligation 289 of the RNA adapter. The mild pH of the RNA adapter ligation step (pH 7.5; overnight incubation at 10°C) is likely 290 responsible for this phenomenon. Deacylated samples (Dd) provide a picture of the population of all tRNA 291 isoacceptors regardless of their aminoacylation state. Figure 8b shows that their relative frequency mainly follows 292 that of their corresponding codons in the E. coli genome, a phenomenon that is expected based on tRNA gene copy 293 number ( Fig. 8c ) (Higgs and Ran 2009; Du et al. 2017) . Transcripts of a group of isoacceptors (gln, asp, ser, glt, val gly 294 and ala), however, appear significantly underrepresented, a feature that was not observed in a study in which 295 quantification was achieved by probe hybridization on gel ; Supplemental Fig. S5 ). While we could 296 not find a clear explanation for this result, it is possibly related to the -CCA 3' end requirement of our protocol. The 297 3' terminal adenosine can be specifically removed by RNase T in E. coli (Deutscher et al. 1984 (Deutscher et al. , 1985 , in which case 298 these tRNAs would not be amplified. Results of conventional deep sequencing indeed show that a significant 299 proportion of tRNA 3' segments lack the terminal adenosine (unpublished results), suggesting that the removal of 300 this residue, that can be re-added by the CCA-adding enzyme, may play a role in translation regulation. A tRNA quality 301 control mechanism involving these two enzymes has also been suggested (Wellner et al. 2018) . The reason for which 302 the relative frequency of these seven CCA-ending isoacceptors is unexpectedly low might be related to the cellular 303 concentration of their cognate amino acid ( Fig. 8b) : in E. coli cells grown in conditions similar to that of our cultures, 304 five of these amino acids were found to be at least one order of magnitude more abundant than the other ones 305 (Bennett et al. 2009 ), while the amino acid of the most underrepresented isoacceptor, glt, is even 10 3 times more 306 abundant in normal growth conditions. High substrate concentration enables a fast turnover of tRNA aminoacylation, 307 which might abrogate the necessity for a large amount of functional isoacceptors. Further experiments are required 308 to clarify this issue. 309 310 DISCUSSION 311
312
Compared to recent tRNA sequencing proposals (Cozen et al. 2015; Zeng et al. 2015 , Hauenschild et al. 2015 313 Schwartz and Motorin 2017; Gogakos et al. 2017) , the present method is relatively easier to implement because no 314 total RNA pre-processing (such as demethylase treatment and/or RNA fragmentation) is required, and we found that 315 
